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Abstract 

The study of historical artifacts from a scientific point of view is acknowledged in the literature. A clear 

understanding of our historical roots is connected with the study of cultural heritage from empirical and 

especially quantitative bases of research already done by scholars like Rudenko (1927) and Gavrilova (1965). 

Yet, another important method of studying historical material objects is semiotic analysis, which allow 

studying prehistorical visual culture artifacts as a system of signs, which may be deciphered, and related to 

deducible meaning and sense in the context of ethnographic, cultural and specifically semiotic references 

which bear on location, identification and understanding of such material. Our research in this article is 

dedicated to a study of certain visual material artifacts from the geographical region of the Eastern Altai. In 

particular, we study petroglyphs on a boulder that was discovered during the excavations of the Kudyrge 

burial ground near the Chulyshman River, which according to some sources belong to the Turkic culture of 

the early period, and have recently begun to arouse the interest of scientists. Various empirical methods 

have been used to explore the stone monument (statue) called "Kudyrginsky plot". Some of the techniques 

as those of pioneering research scholars like Rudenko and Gavrilova, include archaeological, historical, 

historical-chronological, historical-comparativemethods, as well as approaches including analysis and 

synthesis of the obtained data. In turn we supplement the existing methodological approaches with a 

semiotic-ethnographic analysis of the information available on the "Kudyrginsky plot". We argue that 

semiotic analysis of ancient artifacts, following methods established by Reday (2019) and Martel (2020), can 

offer adequate information for the understanding of a rich historical heritage sight like the Kudyrginskyplot. 
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Introduction 

Advanced aesthetically significant discoveries have been made by application of scientific 

methods in understanding artifacts. Modern day computers, and special digital devices have been 

employed to quantify cultural properties of objects from specific historical time periods [Little, 

2016, 135-152; Reich, 2008, 799-806; Krenke 2019, 110-116; Brown, 2014, 7]. Following this 

general technique of scientific analyses we shall enumerate how they have contributed to the 

illumination of a rock art stone monument called the Kudyrginsky plot. Our first sections are 

dedicated precisely to a review of scientific methods already used for a comprehensive 

reconstruction of this rock art site from the Eastern Altai. 

In the second section of our article, we conduct a semiotic analysis of this rock art compendium 

to supplement cultural information for the site and the artifacts. We have also involved application 

of special technical devices and methods to make semiotic inferences from the objects. We 

propose that semiotic analysis of artifacts, especially those without immediately available tangible 

or cultural ethnographic references, may be conducted for any artwork by looking at the object 

with technological extensions and inferring possible facts about its existence and its references in 

a world of indexical representation of objects on visual planes or surfaces. Such methodology has 

been approved in the research of Renfrew (2004) and Martel (2020).  

However, it is important to realize that we have taken the aid of computer graphics to extend the 

visual implications of the image that was considered for our project. The rock art that is visible in 

the Kyudirgynsky plot was augmented three dimensionally to examine what the mental effect of 

that image might have meant in all its potential ramifications in space. This way we have been 

able to foreground the content of our references to the object. Semiotic analysis was thus applied 

once the object, available in crude form in the Eastern Altai, was digitally enhanced to answer 

basic questions of its representational functions and its indexicality. 

Our method is thus perhaps more appropriately considered as a report of an experiment 

combining scientific and humanistic semiotic approaches. For clarity, we would like to note that 

we used the word "experiment" in our research not for the purpose of identifying hypotheses and 

theories or arguments, but as an example of semiotic science in which we used various tools and 

techniques for the study of the said petroglyph and to consider whether such means could lead 

to a definitive interpretive summary of the object in question. A major purpose of the experiment 

was to study the feasibility and results of using a number of methods and techniques (multi-

disciplines). Only as such does the article note that in the semiotic analysis of petroglyphs, the 

"experiment" was carried out on the basis of certain assumptions about the artistic or semantic 

status of an abject from a historical past. 

 

Stone Boulder Grave No. 16: Basic Research on a Visual Artifact 

Hence the example of a material picture like "Ancient Turks and the mother goddess Umay 

/Umai/", which is considered for our study. The petroglyphs carved on stone that are subsumed 

in our title Ancient Turks and the Goddess Umai were first discovered by Soviet scientists 

[Rudenko, 1927, 37-52]. These petroglyphs were discovered in 1924-25 by the Altai expedition of 

the Ethnographic Department of the Russian Museum under the leadership of S. I. Rudenko and 
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A. N. Glukhov who were studying the Kudyrge Mole burial ground near the Chulyshman River, 

which is part of the territory of the Ulagan district and is currently located in the Russian 

Federation, namely in the Altai Republic [Rudenko, 1927,38]. The Soviet scientists’ discovery of 

petroglyphs "Ancient Turks and the mother goddess Umay/Umai/" were also studied for the first 

time by Rudenko (1927, 37-52) and then Gavrilova (1965, 145). This petroglyph complex was 

considered to be canonical for the meaning of the historically evolved goddess identity of “Umai” 

[Kotov, 2010, 111-114; Kubarev, 2017, 93-103; Zhernosenko, 2016, 312-317].  

In Soviet times, petroglyphs were studied by specialist archaeologists. Opinions on the analysis of 

petroglyphs differ [Azbelev, 2010. 5,17,23; Khudyakov, 2010, 97]. Nevertheless, there is a 

consensus regarding the central character of the petroglyphic painting "Mother Umai /u mei/". 

This is evidenced by the drawing with intermittent red lines in the center of Fig. 1. 

 

Figure 1: Мother Umai /Umay/ 

The common "Umai / Umay/" or "mother goddess Umai" motif, that is visible here in the 

configuration of the red lines, is the name of a female God in ancient Turkic-Mongolian mythology 

and Tengirism [Cotterell, 1999, 417]. She is represented in science as a mythical mother goddess, 

continuing to effecther manifestations in the Turkic and Mongolian cultural traditions. There are 

also claims that mother goddess Umai is similar to the Earth mother gods in other world cults 

[Edwards, 2013, (3)]. 
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Figure 2: Technical Reconstruction 

 

The original petroglyph that was found in the tomb necropolis No. 16 in Kudyrga does not survive. 

There is only an existing engraving of the print made by S. I. Rudenko and A. N. Glukhov [Rudenko, 

1927, 51]. The print features the goddess Umai, people /ancient Turks/ and also another picture. 

In addition to these pictures from the plane on the face of the stone-boulder, we see otherrelated 

images. We developed a technical reconstruction of the image with computer programming and 

thus this supplementsthe absence of original image (Fig. 2). 

The petroglyph shows two people in a robe, three people on their knees, a person's mask in a 

separate plane, horses, and two attributes (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 3: Human ritual sacrifice 

Soviet scientists who studied this petroglyph put forward the hypothesis that the painting has a 

ritual significance, since the boulder stone on which it is depicted was discovered inside a 

cemetery [Rudenko 1927, 51-52; Gavrilova, 1965, 18-19]. Given this assumption, we get the idea 

that shamans or a scene of shamans performing the same rite is depicted here. Visual evidences 

from a number of petroglyph suggest resence of following details: 

1. The attribute of a person sitting on knees is on the vertically upper segment and the 

person wearing the chapan behind the image, which is recognized as "mother Umai", carry 

an attribute similar to one another (extreme right Fig. 3). Researchers consider them as 

"bows and arrows of war armor". We believe rather that both items look like shamans, 

notwarriors or associated weapons. The two attributes are dedicated to shamans 

possessions or associations: such as "tambourine and mallet". But the tambourine should 

have been ideally depicted as round. 

2. Drawn on a separate side-sketch of a man is the "mask-larva". This is the shaman's 

headdress. The sketch of this man is similar to the details of "mother Umai" and the faces 

in the image behind her, eyebrows, eyes, nose. So Umai and his companion next to him 

(including the green masks) are definitively masked dancing shamans. 

3. The outfits of the two figures dressed in chapan are very similar to each other. Similarities 

can be traced in the rainbow patterns and linear stripes on the chapan. In addition to the 

fact both images have windy earrings, and it all looks a shaman's headdress. 

4. We can see that the kneeling people are on the upper part of the image and have the 

shape of a head. They deviate from the anatomical base and wear a triangular-shaped 

mask. 
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Given these arguments, we can say that the picture depicts shamans, but the image on the 

stone-boulder was built several thousand centuries ago. If we must present circumstantial 

evidence, we have to find them in modern contemporary ethnographic evidences of 

shamanic traditions and clothing. 

 

Matching Graphs: Visual Augmentation of Artifact 

Basically, the shaman's headdress is associated with animals and birds. They are made of horned 

animals, bird feathers and the skins of carnivorous animals [Mikhailova, 2018, 5-26]. Shamans also 

wear a mask-disguise when performing the ritual. Studies of shamanic masks of Siberian peoples, 

such as the masks of P. E. Zabolotskaya, allow us to identify some key types [Zabolotskaya, 2011, 

24-35]. Using the corresponding graph (Fig. 4), we placed four symbols in separate cells, which 

were very similar in function to the image of the "shaman" in the petroglyph. Conclusions by 

analogy with the masks of modern shamans, which correspond to these images on the petroglyph, 

were used to develop this table. Shamanic masks of the third column were not included in the 

cells. They are closely related to the ethnography of the activities that many people have been 

doing lately. Masks In the Cells of the third row are facial, which are used to represent the 

performative function of "procreation". For example, the shaman's mask, the third cell from the 

top in the list, is that of "kOcho", or "kOcho-kan" [Nazarov, 2016, 110], which is used in ritual acts 

of the steppes of the South Siberian region under the name "attractiveness of fertility" 

[Zabolotskaya, 2011, 31]. This tradition existed among the ancient tribes of Cumans, Shors, 

Chelkans, etc. 

The next mask type "Hura hora bed" nganasan in the second cell of the third column was used in 

the act of "divine dance" [Zabolotskaya, 2011, 26]. The mask is similar to the shaman's mask in the 

third cell of the first column. The shape of the mask is similar. Secondly, the mask of "Hua 

Horakoika" is called among Ganganasans the "dance of the gods": perhaps that is why researchers 

of petroglyphs perceive the image of a man in the center of the image as "god" (Diosegi, 1955, 

97; Alekseev, 1984, 151).   
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Figure 4: Complian cefeatures 

The Udegelarva mask is slightly closer to the image in the second cell of the first column. The 

beard-mustache and eyebrows stand out especially. Shaman and shamanic ritual are directly 

related to the religion of shamanism. Shamanism is an ancient belief consisting of a religious 

practice performed by a shaman. The ancient Turks and Mongols worshipped Tengirism and 

practiced shamanism [Place, 2008, 11]. Today, this phenomenon has been preserved among the 

Siberian peoples. 
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The shaman is is also the successor of the healing tradition. The shaman performed the ritual in 

the form of ecstasy, trance and communication with spirits. It Is worth noting that the shamanic 

tradition exists in the traditions of faith around the world. The shaman adheres to the magico-

religious practice without changing his basic set of actions, although he has different names. For 

example, among the Korean people, Mudan (i.e. shaman) "Hwangedo nerim kut" represents 

shamanic initiation; it is customary to say that the North American Indian "adanti" falls into a 

trance typical of a shamanic ritual. Thus, there is no difference in how the Yakuts call the shaman 

"oyuun", and the Kazakh calls a "shaman", as one of them calls for "beating the Galley with a 

kolatushka". Shamans' special clothing is equipped with various items and devices. The main 

attributes of the Shaman: (a) chapan: chapan with a pattern, chapan with fringe, fur chapans; 

headdress: (b) mask-disguise, roe deer, deer antlers, scalps of predatory animals, bird wings 

headdresses; attributes: (c) tambourine; kolatushka, amulets, paints, etc. 

In conclusion of these two previous small and short sections, we could say that the distinctive 

features of petroglyphs are thus listed and determined in order of their importance. Berger 

examines the distinctive features of the drawings and offers an interpretive analysis [Berger, 2005, 

288]. We follow Berger's recommendations regarding the appearance of human-like figures as 

distinctive features that are visible on the petroglyph. 

 

Photography and Cameratic Interpretive Systems 

Analysis of semiotic elements in photography is closely associated with the name of the French 

philosopher R. Barthes [Barthes, 2003, 512]. The theory of photography includes composition, 

concept, idea, perception, principles of thinking, frame, perception, etc. but also consists of 

analysis of discourse, although here we are primarily looking at the petroglyph as a photograph. 

What happens if we apply these cameratic experiences of images to an analysis of the petroglyphs 

under inquiry here? We performed a computational analysis of the human images on the 

petroglyph. We found and compiled a special list of facial symbols for shamans who performed 

magical and religious rituals expressing shamanic practices 

 

Composition 

According to archaeological sources this petroglyph is already known to belong to burial grounds. 

In the center of the image, which leads to a very complex motif with aura, is an image with three 

heads, all in the form of the goddess Umai. That they refer to the goddess Umai and none other 

are evident from two counts: first, three people on their knees bow their heads before Mother 

Umai; the second is an image of a person in a shapan placed on the back of Umai-ana.  

Secondly, what is very important is that the petroglyph was drawn by an unknown artist in 

accordance with the laws of perspective. Usually, petroglyphs on a stone are located at the same 

level of the plane. Perspective is not preservedin the picture yet the image reveals that the artist 

looks like a person who knew about perspective. However, the unknown artist did not use the 

perspective on the other side of the petroglyph, yet this was indeed needed. Horses and kneeling 

people are represented without any perspective; only the warrior horse below is projected with 

the opposite perspective. This is an ancient visual reality! But very rarely, a figure in chapan is 
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subordinate to perspective. That is what is so surprising within the community of petroglyphic 

images (fig. 5). 

 

 

Figure 5: Composition 

Research identifiesthe subjects of such petroglyphs as “ancient Turks”, so they attribute this 

petroglyph to the Turkic culture. This can be clearly seen in the picture. Thomson, a Danish 

scientist who first read the Orkhon-Yenisei runic inscription, proved that the word Umai occurs in 

the inscription on the pictogram. Orkhon-Yenisei runic inscriptions are monuments of Turkic 

culture. The second evidence shows that the petroglyphs on the horses studied by us have 

features of the Turkic culture on the horse harness, especially in relation to the bridle, neck and 

chain of a horse. Based on these data, the god Umai and the Turks are considered to be the center 

of the composition. And we see the image of horses with equestrian equipment on artifacts found 

in archaeological works [Retz, 2004; Stepanova, 2013]. 

 

Multiplicity of shots 

If we consider the frame as a simultaneous photographic shooting of different but related figures, 

then the petroglyph does not correspond to the frame setting. Because petroglyphs dominate the 

plot, but the shot does not do so. In our opinion, if the stone boulder is intended for people 

completely buried in the tomb, then the image of a man's face on a separate side of the 
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petroglyph, and people kneeling and the goddess Umai herself and the clothes behind her are 

like separate frames. We have at least three or four frames in the plot. The first image of a male 

face is considered, i.e. mask of a larva, the second image of kneeling people and horses, the third 

image of the goddess Umai and the mantle are here placed as individual pictures in a narrative – 

like a tapestry. As a result, the petroglyph is closer to a narrative with a plot rather than to a static 

frame. Moreover, this is precisely why Soviet scientists called this entire panel of the petroglyph 

the “Kuderge's plot” – as in drama [Azbelev, 2010, 60]. 

 

Effect after perception 

Usually, the image’s perception is described only from the perspective of one person or from the 

perspective of specialists. We made changes and did the following experiment. We prepared 

special respondents and conducted a survey: "What is your impression of the painting 

(petroglyph)?" A total of 30 people took part in the survey. The result was not what we expected. 

It is interesting that some painted through education, others through direct impressions from the 

picture. Therefore, according to the results of the survey, we prepared a special table called 

“Knowledge and Impressions from the Picture”. We also divided them into four groups according 

to the table below (Table 1). 

Table 1. Survey «What is your impression of the painting /petroglyphs/?» 

Group 1 

The 

responders 

never 

encountered 

the picture 

Group 2 

The respondents 

presented their 

impressions as 

knowledge 

3 топ  

The responders never 

encountered the picture 

and described the 

experience as secondary 

education 

4 топ  

Responders, 

perceiving the 

picture with their 

thoughts, and not 

as knowledge 

8 6 5 11 

 

According to the results of the respondents, the first group who knows the details of the 

petroglyph we are studying, in particular, the history of the god Umai and the ancient Turks / 27% 

/. The second group, who do not know the plot of the petroglyph, but described the effect of the 

painting as knowledge (17%). The third group, who never saw the picture and described their 

experience as secondary education / 20% /. The fourth group of respondents answered having 

perceived the picture not as knowledge, but as their thoughts / 36% / (Fig. 1). 

 

Answers from selected respondents: 

The first respondent said: “Our ancestors worshiped the God of Heaven, Mother Umai, the sun 

and the earth. Among them, the worship of Mother Umai has been mentioned since ancient times. 

Goddess Umai protects the family just as a mother protects the child born from her. The goddess 

Umai's image is depicted on the stones as a symbol. One of them is a petroglyph in this historic 

settlement. In this picture behind the goddess Umai is depicted her son or successor, that is, a 
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generation. And people who come to worship before Mother Umai ask Umai for her kindness and 

care. Probably it’s the moment of sacrifice. I think "mother Umai takes care of the creation of 

humanity". Isain (respondent). 

The second respondent said: “I have not seen this photo. There are images of ancient horsemen. 

They come to the holy place in the form of a woman to worship". Toigan (respondent). 

A third respondent said: “My impression of photography is that I see it for the first time. I think in 

this photo people worship Umai, and Umai is worshiped by women when they are pregnant. 

Goddess Umai is the goddess of women. I think that people bowed to the goddess Umai, who 

were kneeling in front of the monument. " Inju (respondent). 

Fourth respondent: "The ancients came to the goddess and asked her to make a just decision."  

Tolenya (respondent). 

Photography in itself is mute testimony. However, thanks to semiotic analysis, we used 

photography as a way to approach people’s ethnological responses to petroglyphs.  

 

Human Sacrifice 

The next study conducted on the petroglyph "Ancient Turks and Umai" was also an application of 

the same complex semiotic analysis. We are talking about "scientific hypotheses" of archaeologists 

who studied these petroglyphs.  Kudergi's cemetery was investigated in the first part of the survey.  

A.A. Gavrilova suggested first: “The first cemetery was discovered and researched by S.I. Rudenko. 

Members of Glukhovs' expedition referred to the fact that a child was buried in grave №16. 

According to A.L. Kyzylasova, the cemetery researcher A.A. Gavrilova suggested that "there was 

buried an adult, not a baby" [Gavrilova, 1965, 18]. Accepting the statement, it is possible that those 

praying on petroglyphs sacrificed a man in front of two horses and a three-headed supernatural 

figure sitting under the knees of Mother Umai. If this is true, then the three-headed image on the 

roof of the goddess Umai shows that it is unique for a woman, then it turns out to be a buried 

"girl". We may thus look at the petroglyph from a different angle. In terms of a narrative “plot” 

the elements may be subdivided and summed up as follows: 

Act first 

Kneeling people worship two images and sit down opposite them. As an unknown artist, he clearly 

shows the border between the people he worships and the gods. In other words, he wanted to 

convey a sacrificial image, depicting people and gods, people in two poses, and depicting the 

gods against them. 

Act second 

Two kneeling people are depicted in a line behind the gods. The warrior sitting below is depicted 

above a kneeling shaman or a woman. But none of them seem to have been sacrificed. Because 

the kneeling shaman, the woman and the warrior look at the gods from the side, and the man in 

the three-headed image looks at the gods. This means that this image is the center of the 

petroglyph. 
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Act third 

The three-headed image in the middle is a person for sacrifice. Because his arms are bent back 

and tied to the horse behind it with a rope, and the warrior's arm is tied to the horse with a rope. 

As if he was holding a rope and begging. The three-headed image in the center of the image 

shows both hands as evidence that they are looking at the gods. There is a consensus regarding 

the fact that in ancient times human sacrifice was used to please and pacify the gods [Harner, 

2009, 128]. Historical records show that human sacrifice was a religious ritual in earlier world 

religions, including child sacrifice. It is often found in burial rites of ancient Turkic and Mongol 

peoples [Rudenko 1927, 40]. Considering the boulder found in the cemetery and the child buried 

on it, the image in the picture may be said to be representing an episode of a child sacrifice. 

 

A Three-Digit Trinity 

The presence of a triad is one of the most important elements in the scheme of interpretation. 

The symbol of the Umayyad goddess on the petroglyph “Ancient Turks and Umai” has been 

traditionally accepted by scholars who study these three iconic images as a "conventional symbol" 

of Umai Ana and regularly refer to this identity from a scientific point of view. The first aspect of 

this question refers to what might be the secret of the three-comb formation: category of hat 

(with a comb-like hairstyle) or head or crown-like configuration? We know that this symbol was 

used by ancient artists and sculptors to depict women. Later the same symbol became associated 

with the moon and the sun, the creator of the earth and the mountain, and so on, all associated 

with standard mythological story. This is clear. But the question is, why is it revealed in the form 

of triplet?  

In our opinion, it is better to look at mother Umai as a whole, rather than as a sum of three 

headings. Then its semiotic aspect is revealed more clearly. With this in mind, we recommend the 

following combination. 

 

Figure 6: The process of semiosis in the Umai triad 

The goddess Umai's image has been preserved in other historical monuments in different periods. 

Her figurative sketch seems to have changed in a different way each time but it is always 

associated with a maternal function of birthing, protection and care. We can see that the table 
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consists of one main cell and other cells correspondingly divided into two. The first column of the 

main cell shows the archaic, divine, and periodic characteristics of Mother Umai. There are 

figurative images of mother Umai at each stage in the second column of the main cell (Fig. 6). We 

have inferred the following interesting facts from the table. When we systematized the 

chronological expressions of goddess Umai, its missionary side was more strongly noticed. 

Throughout the IX-X centuries, the image of mother Umai on a stone (boulder stone or 

petroglyph) is often found in different locations close to the Altai [Chebodaeva, 2019,27]. In our 

opinion, at this time there were great changes in Central Asia, as the Islamic religion started to 

spread and flourish. Perhaps at that time, or even before the advent of Islam, the local aborigines 

also worshipped these stone boulders and petroglyphs. The geographer, scholar and historian Al-

Biruni, who lived during the spread of Islam in Central Asia, left historical information about the 

peoples who worship the image on the stone [Agapov, 1979, 73]. 

 

Figure 7: Icon image and religious forms 

What is fundamental to an interpretation is thus the historical and archaeological role of the 

petroglyph for the Russian cultures of the Altai and the Tengrian religion of the mother. During 
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the archaeological excavations and scientific research of grave No. 16, scholars analyzed the 

petroglyphic signs related to the "burial of the child" rites. The findings of the meaning related to 

the third part of the petroglyph may not be fully available, since the additional find in the grave 

was not specifically addressed. The main lead for us follows from semiotic analysis of the image 

in the petroglyph. The question whether the panel refers to a "sacrifice" has been examined. Acts 

of "sacrifice", including the sacrifice and burial of people according to an ancient archaic ritual 

rule, were widespread in archaeological excavations. For this reason, we examined whether the 

meaning of the petroglyphs have a connection with the evidences from Rudenko’s early 

archaeological exhumation. According to scholars who were engaged in archaeological 

excavations at the burial ground No. 16, the signs of petroglyphs related to the ceremony of 

"burial of a child". Accordingly, the pictorial episodes of the petroglyph were given analytical 

significance and analyzed to learn whether they refer to the event of the "sacrifice" (Gavrilova 

1965), based on the importance of archaeological research. We also finally consider the meaning 

of the sign "Trinity", which defines the symbol of the main character of the petroglyphs Umai 

Kudayan. We were interested in the question of whether the Turkish lexicographer Mahmud 

Kashgari associated the meaning "comrade" while defining the word "Umay". Neither is the word 

"placenta" in medicine associated with the symbol "troika" in Altai cultures. If we take into account 

that goddess Umai was included in the ancient Russian religion, then it must have been part of 

the Tengrian religion, which flourished within the Altai Mountains itself.  Since the world religions 

predominate in Central Asia in history, the Tengri religion was ultimately prevented from 

spreading goddess Umai’s image in the rest of Central Asia and thus it became difficult for ever 

to decipher its complete meaning. 
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